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advocated as against stamps, which produced a greater proportion of very finely divided material. Later, when the Kalgoorlie ores began to be treated by dry crushing and roasting, the uniform product of ball mills was iound to be better than the partially slimed product of Griffin mills, because of the greater difficulty of roasting the latter.1 When ores are subsequently to be roasted there is little advantage in fine crushing, because in the course of roasting the particles usually become porous, so that chlorine or cyanide can penetrate into their interior and dissolve gold which has not been exposed on the surface of the grains.
Now, however, it is fully realised that, in the case of ore which is treated without roasting, the finer the state of division the higher the percentage of gold that can be extracted. The method of regrinding the product of ..the stamp battery or of dry crushers in other machines has been developed, resulting in a higher percentage of extraction in many cases. This has been followed by attempts to increase output by using coarser battery screens, and also to use a method of gradual reduction in successive machines, rather than one of great reduction in size in a single machine.
It has already been pointed out that if ore is retained for a long time in the mortar of a stamp battery by increasing the height of discharge and the fineness of the screens, and by diminishing the screen area, a higher percentage of gold can be amalgamated in the battery and the fineness of the product increased. The result is that only 1 or 2 tons of ore are crushed per stamp per diem, but most of the gold is caught by the inside copper plates. When the screens are coarse and set low down, the crushed ore is rapidly discharged, a smaller proportion of fine material is produced, and the percentage of gold which could be amalgamated in the mortar is small, so that the advantage of adding mercury with the ore disappears and all gold-catching by amalgamation is left to outside plates. The coarse battery-pulp, however, yields little to amalgamation and scours the plates. There is, therefore, a tendency to omit this step also, and to pass the ore through fine grinders before amalgamation. So far, this is a method similar to the old German practice (see p. 152), and it appears to be well established that the reversion to ancient methods is desirable, and that the stamp battery is neither the most economical fine crusher nor the most efficient amalgamator.
For example, it has been established that for such hard, brittle ores as those of the Rand it is most advantageous to reduce the ore to If inches in rock-breakers before feeding it to the stamps, to crush to about £ inch through screens (9-mesh screens, aperture 0-272 inch) in the stamp batteries (-| inch is also used), and to grind to about 90-mesh in tube mills, after which the pulp is amalgamated by being passed over plates.
The influence of the screen on the output of ore is illustrated by the following results obtained in 1901- at the Glen Deep Mill on the Wit waters-rand :—
Screen, Holes per                  Output per Stamp in
Square Inch.                      Tweuty-four Hours.
800                                   4-9 tons.
200                                   6-9  „
150                                   7-8  „
100                                   8-04 „
g,                               9-4         •/ 10'68 tons under the most
"       \ favourable circumstances.
1 W. Evan Simpson, Trans. Insl. Mny. and Met., 1004, 13, 22.

